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Give the actually state of the program (where the program stands at the date of the activity report, no more 

than ten lines): 

 

On February 20th, 2018, the fourth Greenhouse Women Program cycle came to an end in a pitching forum 
that took place in Tel Aviv, during which the 12 program participants presented the fruits of their labor –  
an oral pitch and a short trailer – to a panel made up of Israeli TV commissioning editors and an audience 
made up of program staff, partners, supporters, producers and other esteemed guests. After the event the 
NFCT and Greenhouse Women staff stayed in close contact with the filmmakers and is currently still 
assisting them in the process of finding producers to produce their projects and of course in preparing 
applications to TV channels and film funds in order to raise production grants. Thanks to the generous 
support of EMID/Matanel, each of the filmmakers received a development grant to assist in this crucial 
process. The NFCT also selected several projects to award with development grants. The funds were 
distributed as follows: 

- Two participants received 20,000 ILS each (EMID) - Elsin in Wonderland / Elsin Davidi, Zippora and 
Rachel are Dead / Hadar Morag 

- Two participants received 20,000 ILS each (16,500 NFCT + 3,500 ILS EMID) – 
- Open your Mouth / Tamara Mamon, Hamam Al-Maliah / Sona Dagesh 
- Eight participants received 5,000 ILS each (3,500 EMID + 1,500 NFCT) - Returning/ Bar Mayer, The 

Final Sailing / Keren Alexandroni, Imaginary Israel / Aviva Zimmerman, Nakba Third Generation / 
Suheir Hani Khoury, A Social Will / Sharon Luzon, The Women in Front/ Mor Company, Teacher, You 
Don't Get It / Nava Levy, The Lynching / Marwa Jbara Tibi 

- However, one participant declined all awards at this point because she is not able to give credit to 
an Israeli public institution - The Lynching / Marwa Jbara Tibi 

These funds are currently being used to further develop the projects, provide them with the ability to do 
additional filming and editing, in order to have full sequences to present to TV stations and film funds in 
order to raise production grants for the films. 
Following their participation in the program, several of the projects have gained interest with quite a few 
producers and have subsequently teamed up with them: Tamara Mamon with Open Your Mouth, is 
working with Norma Productions, one of Israel's largest production companies; Bar Mayer with Returning 
is working with Daroma Productions, a prolific and energetic younger production company; Elsin Davidi 
with Elsin in Wonderland has teamed up with Cinemax Productions, another veteran production company 
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that also produced The King of Borek by Orit Ronell, who graduated the second cycle of the Greenhouse 
Women Program; Aviva Zimmerman with Imaginary Israel is working with Alma Productions, another one 
of Israel's leading production companies and has also applied to a joint venture by the NFCT and Reshet TV 
that together are looking to support the production of a documentary comedy film; Sona Dagesh with 
Hamam Al-Maliah is working with director and producer (and program mentor) Ibtisam Mara'ana- 
Menuhin; Keren Alexandroni with The Final Sailing is working with veteran producer Yoav Ro'eh; producer 
Suheil Haddad is consulting Suheir Hani Khoury on her project Nakba Third Generation. Four program 
graduates also pitched their projects in the CoPro International Co Production Market that recently took 
place in Tel Aviv: Bar Mayer (following her presentation, her project was also mentioned here, in Hebrew), 
Aviva Zimmerman, Marwa Jbara-Tibi and Sharon Luzon. The Lynching by Marwa Jbara Tibi was also 
recently awarded a full production grant from Channel 8 in Israel! 

 
 

The main achievements during the last year of activity (main achievements, number of events, number of 

participants, etc.): 

 

The pitching forum event ended an intensive period of roughly eight months, during which the filmmakers 
participated in three 5-day residential seminars (which took place in Haifa, Nazareth and Jerusalem) and 
worked with three leading mentors and the program staff on the development of their documentary film 
ideas. During the seminars the filmmakers also participated in a series of lectures and master-classes with 
top local and international film professionals. 
Here is a short summary of the seminar activities: 

 
First Seminar, July 9-13, 2017, Haifa 
The first program cycle seminar took place in July in the Northern city of Haifa. Fourteen participants from 
across Israel participated in a five-day workshop, during which they worked on their documentary film 
projects. For five intensive days the filmmakers worked with Greenhouse Director Sigal Yehuda and 
Producer Ofir Goldman together with three leading Israeli filmmakers: Vidi Bilu, Noit Geva and Ibtisam 
Mara'ana-Menuhin. Every 4-5 filmmakers worked with one of the three mentors, in groups and one-on- 
one. They developed their ideas, film themes, protagonists and cinematic language. 
On the first day of the seminar the participants met each other and the staff. Sigal Yehuda, Greenhouse 
Program Director, outlined the annual program for the project, its goals, and the MENA region Greenhouse 
Program on which it is modeled. The filmmakers also attended a lecture by Greenhouse MENA Head of 
Studies Yair Lev. In the following days they heard a lecture on research in documentary film by Anat Zuria, 
a lecture on the written proposal by Ibtisam Mara’ana-Menuhin, attended a fascinating masterclass by 
Anat Zuria, watching two of her films “Purity” and “The Lesson”, after which Anat shared with the 
participants her approach to documentary filmmaking. 
On the last day of the seminar the group participated in their first pitching simulation, during which each 
participant presented her project to the Greenhouse Women staff and received professional feedback 
from them. Each participant was then given specific tasks for advancing her project, to work on in 
preparation for the second seminar in October in Nazareth. 

 
 
Second Seminar, October 15-19, 2017, Nazareth  
The second seminar took place in October, 2017, in Nazareth. Thirteen participants from across Israel 
concluded a five-day workshop, in which they worked on their documentary film projects. 
For five intensive days the filmmakers worked with Greenhouse Director Sigal Yehuda and Producer Ofir 
Goldman together with and three leading Israeli filmmakers: Vidi Bilu, Noit Geva and Ibtisam Mara'ana- 
Menuhin. Every 4-5 filmmakers worked with one of the three mentors, in groups and one-on-one. They 
developed their ideas, film themes, protagonists and cinematic language. 
During the seminar the filmmakers attended several lectures by leading professionals: storytelling 
techniques in documentary filmmaking with filmmaker Anat Even; the significance of working with a 
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producer in a documentary film and co-productions with producer and director Hila Medalia; the trailer as 
a marketing tool, with Greenhouse Director Sigal Yehuda. Additionally, the filmmakers attended a 
fascinating masterclass by award-winning Georgian-French filmmaker Nino Kirtadze, who arrived in Israel 
especially for the seminar, watching two of her films “Tell my Friends that I'm Dead” and “The Pipeline Next 
Door”. Kirtadze discussed her fascinating filmmaking techniques, talked about the ethics and aesthetics of 
her films and talked about the various stages of her career, which led her to become the unique filmmaker 
she is today. After the masterclass, Kirtadze met with each of the filmmakers, watched clips from their 
works-in-progress and gave individual advice. 
On the last day of the seminar the group had another pitching simulation, in which each participant 
presented her project to the Greenhouse Women staff and guests and received professional feedback on 
her film. Each participant was then given specific tasks for advancing her project, in preparation for the 
third and final seminar, in January 2018 in Jerusalem. 
The seminar  took  place  in  the  St.  Gabriel  Hotel  in  Nazareth,  a  place  that  used  to  be  a  convent.  
The filmmakers learnt about this unique city during evening outings to various restaurants in town. They 
also visited the home of Fatna Zoabi, who hosted a festive dinner and shared stories about the city of 
Nazareth and her own personal and feminist life story. 

 
 

Third Seminar, January 7-11, 2018, Jerusalem  
The third and final seminar took place in January, 2018, in the Mt. Zion Hotel in Jerusalem. Twelve 
participants came together for the third time to continue to work on the development of their film 
projects. 
The focus of the seminar was to work on the trailers of the participants' films, to be presented at the 
pitching forum that concludes the program cycle. For five intensive days the filmmakers worked with 
leading    film    editors:    Aliza    Esquira,    Tal    Rabiner,     Ori     Derdikman     and     Itamar     Alcalay.   
The Greenhouse Director Sigal Yehuda and Producer Ofir Goldman together with the three program 
mentors, Vidi Bilu, Noit Geva and Ibtisam Mara'ana-Menuhin, continued to monitor and support the 
participants' progress and continued to work with them during the month leading up to the pitching  
forum. On the seminar's fourth day, the filmmakers participated in a pitching workshop, led by renowned 
Israeli producer Liran Atzmor (Presenting Princess Shaw, The Law in These Parts), who guided the 
filmmakers on how to improve their pitching and presentation skills. 

 

On February 20th, 2018, the filmmakers presented the fruits of their labor in a pitching forum that took 
place in Tel Aviv, in front of a panel made up of Israeli commissioning editors and an audience made up of 
NFCT supporters, producers and other esteemed guests. The panel members were: Guy Lavie (Yes Docu), 
Dorit Hassel (Channel 8), Inbal Petel (Kan – the Israeli Public TV), Tamar Marom and Lior Sheffer (Reshet, 
Channel 13) and Tzipi Beider (Channel 10). The event was moderated by producer Liran Atzmor. 
The event was a great success and the projects raised a lot of interest and gained some wonderful 
feedback from the panel members. 

 

Program cycle anecdotes: 
1. Muslim participant Sona, a single mom to two teenage daughters, came to the program after 

working for 30 years as a wedding videographer. Nava, an Ultra-Orthodox woman and mother to 
two teenage boys, came to the program after 25 years of teaching at a religious school for girls 
(Ulpana), mainly girls of Ethiopian origin. The two women connected from the very start, at first, 
based on their age and the fact they had children roughly the same ages, but after a while they 
connected on a much deeper level and by the time the third and final seminar came, they felt truly 
like sisters – "my sister from another mother", as Nava put it. They have both remained in close 
contact and are helping each other with their film projects. Program Mentor, Ibtisam Mara'ana- 
Menuhin is producing Sona's film. They film once a week on location and are getting more and 
more involved in the lives of their protagonists. Sona received a 20,000 NIS development grant and 
will apply to the NFCT over the coming months in order to try and raise a production grant 



necessary in order to continue her film. Nava has started working with a camerawoman and will 
continue to film her Ethiopian students during the last year of their studies (see attached 
description of the participating projects to read about both films). 

2. Four participants who didn't know each other previously – Bar, Hadar, Keren and Aviva – became 
the best of friends. They met up in between seminars every two weeks or so, to watch each other's 
film footage and provide feedback and support to one another, both technically and in terms of 
story content. Now, post the program, while preparing their written applications, they send them 
to each other for feedback and are still reviewing each other's trailers and footage. Aviva was 
expecting her first child (who was just born a few days ago) and they were all waiting anxiously for 
when she delivers. After the completion of the program, and while continuing to work on their own 
projects, Bar and Keren started to work on a joint film and traveled to Sinai in order to start filming 
it. Hadar received a 20,000 NIS development grant and has begun working with top film editor 
Joelle Alexis as a script and editing consultant. Aviva's film is being produced by veteran Israeli film 
producer Arik Bernstein, owner of Alma Films. Keren's producer is Yoav Ro'eh and Bar has teamed 
up with Daroma Productions. 

3. Tamara started out the program with a film about a Russian music teacher in an Arab school in Lod. 
Since September 2017 she has been filming in the school and has changed the focus of her story. 
She is now following the lives of the kids who are all participating in the school quire, conducted by 
this teacher, as they become teenagers. Her relationship with the kids has grown stronger and they 
have all let her into their houses and personal lives. Tamara says that the bond between her and 
her camerawoman and the kids is so strong that she believes it will last for a very long time after 
the shooting is over, even forever. The kids have now started showing an interest in film and lend a 
hand whenever they can, holding the microphone for Tamara and peeking at the camera monitor 
whenever possible. Tamara's film is being produced by one of the largest production companies in 
Israel, Norma Productions. 

 
We invite you to watch some footage and trailers of some of this year's graduates (these are not 
always the final trailers, but rather ones that have English subtitles): 

 

1. Imaginary Israel/Aviva Zimmerman 
2. Open Your Mouth (previously Ella's Quire)/Tamara Mamon – password: 

Ella7033 

3. Zippora and Rachel are Dead/Hadar Morag 
4. Elsin in Wonderland/Elsin Davidi – password: wonderland 

 

Evaluation: 
Success of the program is defined by • Increased mutual understanding, respect and collaboration among 
the participating filmmakers; • Improved filmmaking skills, knowledge and access to resources among the 
participating filmmakers; • Completion or advanced stages of production of high-impact films on urgent 
social and political issues reflecting women's lives and concerns; Long-lasting impact on Jewish and Arab 
communities in Israel by women who have participated in the program and who are agents of social 
change; •Positive nation-wide social and political impact on women and their lives through the films 
produced. 
Gathering data methods used: the Program Director, with input and support from the program staff, is 
responsible for tracking the activities and ensuring that they are implemented successfully and promptly. 
The success of the program is assessed according to a range of quantitative and qualitative indicators, 
including: •Selection of appropriate talented participants with strong film proposals; •Positive changes in 
inter-group and intra-group perceptions among participants, monitored by the program's conflict- 
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mitigation expert; •Percentage of participants who successfully complete the program – this can be 
measured by the number of completed films emerging from the. So far, six documentary films have 
emerged from the program. The first four were selected to the main competition of the prestigious 2017 
DocAviv film festival. One of them, Wall by Moran Ifergan (click on the film's title to watch the trailer) won 
the Best Documentary Award at the festival and is currently being screened at prestigious festivals around 
the world, including Dok Leipzig in Germany and at the Barbican Centre in London; In My Room by Ayelet 
Albenda, won the Best Soundtrack Award at the DocAviv Film Festival. Fence Your Best by Liat Mer was 
selected to the 2018 Santa Barbara International Film Festival. Stains by Katy Diakova, is currently on its 
festival circuit. This year's edition of DocAviv, which took place this past May, featured the premieres of 
our two most recent graduate films: A Perfect Housewife by Jane Bibi – that won the prestigious Jury 
Award; and The King of Borek by Orit Ronell. 
• Perceived effectiveness of the training program among the participants – this is measured by anonymous 
feedback forms the filmmakers are asked to fill in at the end of each seminar, with questions about the 
professional aspects of the program, the progress made on their individual projects and feedback about 
the venues.; • Increased skills, knowledge and access to resources among filmmakers – this can be 
measured by the number of filmmakers who complete their projects and then go on to work on a new film; 
• Percentage of completed films; • Capacity of the completed films to enhance knowledge and 
understanding of issues addressed by their films; • Film festival acceptances, awards, positive reviews, and 
exposure of the films; • Increased public debate and engagement with the issues addressed by the films. 

 

Provisional guide lines for the advancement of the program in the next year: 

 

A summary table – as PDF document – specifying the progress in the program since the beginning of the 

encouragement by EMID according to the main parameters and objectives such as the number of events: the 

number of participants: the number of beneficiaries. 

 

Please join the Evaluation Report, the Financial Report and the list of the participants to the program (as 

PDF documents)< 

 

Please join photos – as photos – and any link or any other document connected to the program which will 

seems to you relevant – as PDF document. 
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